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locus standi
of ECI, annulment of contracting
authorities’ acts 430–31
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Public Sector Directive, under 273
abnormally low tenders 286
lowest price 286
Utilities Directive, under
abnormally low tenders 366
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Public Sector Directive, under 286
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publication, principle of 63–7
competition, notices used as call for
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contract award notices
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Public Sector Directive 112, 113,
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Utilities Directive 323, 324, 325,
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contract notices, under Public Sector
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restricted award procedures 232,
233
Public Sector Directive, under
contract award notices 118
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Utilities Directive 323
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contract award notices 331
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qualification system, notices on
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monetary applicability
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Public Sector Directive, of
contract value calculation 87–9
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thresholds 86–7
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contract value calculation 318–20
revision of thresholds 320
monitoring requirements
Public Sector Directive, under 90
reports of contract awards 91
statistical obligations 91
Utilities Directive, under
award information to be stored 321
mechanisms 322
statistical obligations 321
monopolies, public 65
most economically advantageous tender
general 103, 104, 274
public sector procurement, in
social considerations as 105, 106, 274, 275, 276,
subject matter of contract and 281, 282
Utilities Directive, under
most economically advantageous tender 365
variants in 280, 281
most favoured nation principle (MFN),
departure from 34–8
NACE (General Industrial Classification of Economic Activities within the European Communities) 4
national champion
definition of 467–70
national fora 382–401
needs in general interest, definition of 2001
definition of 198–201
entities meeting needs of retrospectively 201, 203
needs in 202
negotiate, invitations to
Public Sector Directive, under 242, 243
Utilities Directive, under 353–5
negotiated award procedures
accelerated 242
causality of condition justifying use of 250
conduct of 243, 244
extreme urgency as justification for 251, 252
generally 75, 76
grounds for use 241, 242
invitation to negotiate 242, 243
justification for use 247, 248, 249, 250
for technical reasons 250, 251
without prior publicity 253, 255
neo-classical economic theories,
influence of 445–9
new concepts
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in public sector procurement 92–104
in utilities procurement 289–98
non-discrimination, principle of regulation, in 75–9
Remedies Directives, in 372
notification of exposure to direct competition in utilities contracts
Decision by the Commission 316–17
directly exposed to competition 315
Notification by Member States 316
Procedure for establishing direct exposure to competition 316
objectivity; principle of affiliated undertakings, contracts to 295 exclusions, under Utilities Directive 295, 296, 311, 312 utilities procurement, in 44, 45 award criteria ecological criteria 277, 278 environmental considerations 107, 108, 276, 277, 278 generally 79, 80 lowest offer, disqualification 286, 287
Public Sector Directive, under 273 abnormally low tenders 286 electronic auctions 100, 101 generally informing candidates and tenderers 66 lowest price 286 most economically advantageous tender 103, 104, 274 public sector procurement, in social considerations as 105, 106, 274, 275, 276, subject matter of contract and 281, 282
objectivity; principle of (cont.):
Utilities Directive, under
abnormally low tenders 366
in dynamic purchasing systems 357, 358
in electronic auctions 359, 360, 361
lowest price 366
most economically advantageous tender 365
variants in 280, 281
concession contracts
public works concessions
additional works awarded in 272
advertisement of 270, 271
award procedures for 271
concessionaire, nature of 269, 270
remit 269
repetition of similar works within three years 252, 253
scope 269
subcontracting in 271, 272
design contests
communications between participants and jury 259
composition of 258, 259
conduct of 256, 257, 258
decisions of jury 259, 260
generally 256
scope 256
thresholds 256
framework agreements
conduct of 259
contracts-based 260
generally 97, 98
local labour employment 80, 105, 106, 274, 275, 276,
public housing schemes
award of 268, 269
congress of 268
generally 268
official list of contractors
Certification 142
Official lists of approved economic operators 75, 140–42
open award procedures
additional documents 233
generally 74, 75, 229
participants in, choice of 228
specifications 230
time limits, extension of 230, 231
Open Network Provision (OPN) 290
opening of competitive dialogue 238, 239
congress of 237, 238
generally 95, 96
penalty payments, dissuasive 441
periodic indicative notices (PINs)
Utilities Directive, under competition, notices used as call for 326
periodic indicative notices 323
qualification system, notices on existence of 325
PFI see Private Finance Initiative 56–62
PINs see periodic indicative notices; prior information notices
ports
applicability of Utilities Directive 309
postal services
applicability of Utilities Directive 308
price convergence 65–9
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effectiveness 371
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non-discrimination 75–80, 372
objectivity 79–80
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prior information notices (PINs)
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private companies
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private undertakings, connection with 214–15
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award of 268, 269
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entities meeting needs of general interest retrospectively 201, 203
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award criteria
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